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Dear Editor,
As mentioned before, mass, energy and information appearances
are all different appearances of consciousness. That is mass, energy, information and consciousness are different appearances of
one single thing. I think all of them are different appearances of
vibrating strings vibrations that in each of them, different geometric links and order exist between vibrating stings vibrations. When
there is a specific and different geometric system between vibrating strings vibrations which are main components of time-space
dimensions, different appearances of mass, energy, information
and consciousness will be appeared [1, 2].
Dimensions have existed differently in each of mass, energy, information and consciousness appearances and it seems that these appearances have been perfectly separated from each other and each
of them have their own specific rules and system. Geometric orders and accurate and extraordinary relationships exist in all these
appearances between dimensions and or between their vibrating
strings vibrations which increases superposition of their dimensions. Therefore, each of these appearances have their own specific
dimensions with order and arrangement specific to themselves.
In my opinion, such order and relationships exist between timespace dimensions in mass, energy and information appearances
which causes the existence of these dimensions apparently and
also due to accurate geometric order and relationships between
dimensions, it increases superposition between them and removes
some of their dimensions. Thus, it seems that different appearances of matter have different number of dimensions, but I think all
time-space dimensions exist in all different appearances of matter
and since there is different geometric system between vibrating
strings vibrations and or between dimensions in different appearances of matter, some dimensions are superposed on each other
and have been perfectly removed and difference has happened in
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the number of dimensions existing in different appearances of matter. The more order and geometric relationships increase between
the vibrating strings vibrations of a particle, the more time-space
dimensions are superposed on each other. Therefore, particles with
more accurate relationships and geometric links between their vibrating strings vibrations and or between their time-space dimensions have less number of dimensions.
Although different appearances of matter have been perfectly different from each other in appearance and enjoy different number
of dimensions and each of them have their own rules and system,
since there are very accurate geometric systems between them like
fractal order, all of them are related to each other and are different
shapes of a single thing. Accurate geometric orders between these
different appearances increases superposition and unity among
them and guide all of these different appearances towards perfect
dimensionless and turning into consciousness or nothing.
So, mass, energy and information have their own number of dimensions, order and rules, all of them are the same with dimensionless appearance that is consciousness appearance which is
dimensionless. There are more ordered relationships and more
accurate geometric links between vibrating stings vibrations and
between time-space dimensions in consciousness appearance
rather than other appearances of matter. Therefore, although consciousness appearance has all dimensions, in fact due to so ordered
geometric systems between dimensions, their dimensions are more
superposed on each other which lead to the prefect removal of all
dimensions in this appearance.
In other words, all dimensions exist and do not exist in consciousness appearances. That is the dimensions both exists and do not exists and there are such order and relationships between them which
is perfectly deceitful. That is all dimensions apparently exists and
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are separated from each other but in fact they are superposed on
each other and are the same due to order and very ordered geometric relationships between them. Therefore, consciousness and
awareness have been beyond dimensions and are devoid of timespace dimensions.
In my opinion, mass, energy and information are all different appearances of consciousness and all of them are related and coordinated with consciousness, according to an accurate geometric
system like fractal order.
As mentioned before, it seems that each of different appearances
of matter has specific number of dimensions. While, all time-space
dimensions exist in all appearances and only due to difference in
geometric order and relationship networks in each of these appearances, a dimension or specific dimensions in them have been
superposed on each other and have been guided towards zero.
For example, relationships and accurate geometric links between
vibrating strings vibrations of energy particles leads to increase
superposition between components of length dimension on each
other. Therefore, length dimension of such particles will be guided
towards zero. That is energy particles are particles that according to Einstein’s specific relativity theory: E = mc2, seem to have
three width, height and time dimensions and are devoid of length
dimension. But in fact, these particles have all time-space dimensions. As there are correct links between the components of these
particles’length dimension, length dimension exists and does not
exist in these particles. Therefore, it seems that energy particles
have been devoid of length dimension and have three dimensions.
Information particles also have only time dimension according to
the formula and equation specific to themselves. Because when
length, width and height dimensions are superposed on each other
in a particle, space dimensions in that particle will be guide towards
zero. Information specific formula show that much order and more
accurate geometric relationships there are between dimensions
components (vibrating strings vibrations) and also between space
three dimensions themselves in information particles than energy particles. Therefore, the three dimensions of space have been
completely superposed on each other in these particles and will
be guided towards zero. While, all time-space dimensions exist
in these particles. Therefore, it seems that information particles
have only time dimension. That is the much order and more accurate geometric relationships there are between dimensions components and or between dimensions themselves, the more number
of dimensions will be superposed and removed in particles. This
order and correct relationship networks between dimensions components will guide these dimensions rapidly and directly towards
zero. Thus, those dimensions both exist and do not exist.
This is also true for consciousness. That is as all time -space dimensions are perfectly superposed on each other in consciousness,
this makes consciousness appearance devoid of time-space dimensions. Although it is better to say that consciousness appearance
has been beyond time-space dimensions and has order and principles related to all dimensions within itself. Formulas related to
consciousness exactly approve this matter.
In other words, length dimension both exists and do not exist in
energy appearance and or length dimension is and is not in enerAdv Bioeng Biomed Sci Res, 2021

gy particles. Also, there are and there are not three dimensions of
scape in information appearance. That is three dimensions of space
are and are not in information particles. According to these principles, time-space dimensions exist and do not exist in consciousness appearance. This means that time-space dimensions are and
are not in consciousness appearance. So, some dimensions exist
and some do not exist in all of these appearances. Considering
between components of which dimensions of particles there are
order and accurate geometric relationships, the rules of these particles, principles and system of them will be different from each
other.
So, mass, energy, information and consciousness have all dimensions but with rules and geometric order specific to themselves.
That is consciousness is the main truth and the common foundation of all other appearances and mass, energy and information are
all apparent appearances of consciousness. Consciousness is the
origin and the foundation of other appearances emergence which
have been appeared in different shapes and with different appearances and based on their unique order and rules. System and rules
existing in each of mass, energy and information appearances not
only has given specific and extraordinary appearance to each of
them but also consciousness be hidden in the truth and the origin of
all of them and all of them be different appearances of consciousness and awareness.
So, consciousness is their common root, foundation or source and
all of them are unique and different appearances of an absolute and
single truth. Geometric relationships and links in different shapes
of mass, energy and information have been designed and programmed in such a way that guide all of these appearances towards
their main root and absolute truth. The system and rules existing
in all appearances have been designed to guide these appearances
towards dimensionless and reaching their common root and source
that is consciousness.
In other words, since all of these appearances are different appearances of one single thing, so they all have something in common
in consciousness and consciousness or dimensionless is their common aspect or their common point and link all of them to each
other. Although it seems that each of these appearances has its own
rules and order and are different from each other, in fact geometric
order and rules in each of the different appearances are part of
perfect geometric system existing in consciousness. Relationships
and rules existing in each of different appearances are related to
the perfect system existing in consciousness according to fractal
order. When there is accurate geometric order and rules inside
each of different appearances, these appearances may reach their
absolute and common truth which is consciousness through their
specific own rules.
So, it seems that all appearances are able to reach the more prefect
system existing in consciousness through relationships and rules in
themselves. Since consciousness is the common origin and foundation of all other appearances, so each of the appearances may
be related to other appearances by having access to this common
origin and also have access to rules and system existing in other
appearances through rules and relationships exiting in their common origin and foundation.
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When there is accurate geometric order and links in each of different appearances of mass, energy and information, then it is possible to have access to their common base and origin which is the
same as consciousness through their specific own rules. Therefore,
reversing the above sentences, it seems rational that if it is possible
to have access to the rules and system existing in the common base
and origin and find consciousness and awareness, that is in fact a
condition where we have had access to the system, programs and
rules existing in all appearances of mass, energy and information,
too. In other words, consciousness is perfect and integrated rules
and system which has included relationships and links existing in
all appearances. That is when consciousness and its prefect system
is achieved, it means that achieving consciousness brings unique
geometric order and relationships in all matter appearances. That
is achieving consciousness has been flowed unique rules related
to different appearances of matter in every single of them and also
there appear correct relationships and order like fractal order between all these appearances with each other.

like parallel world, then there will appear unordered and non-geometric relationships and links between them.

So, in order to flow the unique rules and correct geometric system
in each of different appearances of matter, the best way is to turn
that particle into consciousness for sure. Guiding particles towards
their common base and origin that is consciousness, the particles
achieve perfect non-dimensionality. Then, achieving common and
perfect programs of the base, system and rules specific to each of
different appearances of matter flows through them one by one and
balance, harmony and link increase between them.

To establish a perfectly ordered link and a correct and useful relationship between them, first both of them have to reach their origin
and perfectly lose their dimensions. That is differences and conflict
decrease in non-dimensionality and base with dimension reduction and they may establish ordered geometric relationship with
each other and create and appear newer programs and more prefect information. Therefore, a newer world with more perfect and
more various capabilities will be appeared because achieving consciousness causes the flow of perfectly geometric relationships and
order in each of the parallel worlds in the above example. When
perfectly ordered relationships and principles flow in each of them
and perfectly correct and geometric links be established between
these two parallel worlds, then their coordination, superposition,
synchronicity and entanglement will be increased. So, it creates
resonance in their consciousness and information programs which
leads to the creation and appearance of newer, more common and
more fundamental programs and particles.

Making correct system and accurate geometric principles in each
of the appearances, those appearances have constantly connected
with their common origin and make correct relationship and links
with each other through this common origin. Therefore, superposition and unity will be increased between these different appearances. So, it is concluded that having access to the appearance of
particles consciousness means
1. Implementing unique system and accurate geometric relationships in each of mass, energy and information appearances of
particles,
2. Increasing access of each of these appearances to prefect rules
and system existing in their common origin and base,
3. Increasing link, unity, superposition and coordination between
all different appearances of matter.
All above mentioned items show that when a particle turns into
consciousness that is all different appearances of that particle may
achieve perfect programs and plans of origin. So achieving origin and its prefect plans, their specific order and geometric rules
are implemented in all other appearances of the matter and all
those appearances will have access to their needed information
and plans. So, it seems logical to make correct geometric order
and links in each part or different appearances of matter, first they
have to access to their common base and origin and reach perfect
non-dimensionality. In this case, ordered geometric system and
rules will be established and flowed in all parts of mass, energy
and information.
Although, if we try to establish ordered rules and relationships
without achieving a common base and origin in particles in each
of mass, energy and information parts and also between these perfectly heterogamous and incongruous parts, appearances which are
Adv Bioeng Biomed Sci Res, 2021

That is no correct geometric relationship will be created between
the components of each of matter appearances and also between
different appearances of matter without having access to dimensionless base and origin (it is better to say that origin is beyond
dimensions). This leads to destruction and disintegration of all
matter appearances. Since geometric principles and rules existing
in each of these appearances have been perfectly different from
each other and each of them has its own unique rules, so when
these different appearances of matter establish unprincipled and
non-geometric links with each other, they destroy and disintegrate
each other. Exactly, when two parallel worlds with their different
and unique system and rules relate to each other directly, so because of their heterogeneous and incongruous system and rules,
both worlds will be destroyed and disintegrated. Since their rules
have not matched with each other and contradict each other.

But when there are unique system and rules in each of these worlds
and there is no harmony and congruence between their specialized
rules and system, then perfectly unordered and non-geometric relationships and links will be established between them. This issue
will destroy and disintegrate them. So, in order to establish order
and perfectly geometric and correct rules in each of mass, energy
and information appearances or in each of various and different
appearances of any particle or any world or anything, first all of
these appearances must be non-dimensional and reach their origin.
Therefore, differences and conflict minimize between them due to
dimensions reduction and similarity and link maximize. This leads
to coordination, synchronicity, superposition and entanglement increase between them.
That is all of them are the same in non-dimensionality and base.
Therefore, when each of different appearances of mass, energy and
information reach their origin, accurate geometric order and relationships will be created between their components and between all
of these appearances with each other. Because there are programs,
principles and rules related to all different appearances in the base.
Therefore, having access to base means flowing perfectly correct
and ordered geometric principles and rules in each of different ap-
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pearances which leads to creation of perfectly accurate geometric
order and relationships between these appearances. Establishing
geometric order and links between different appearances of matter
increases superposition and entanglement in them with each other
and this leads to the creation and activation of different programs
and newer capabilities.
So I think the most simple, the most secure and the most direct
way to establish accurate geometric order and system in each of
different appearances of consciousness that is in all appearances of
mass, energy and information of a particle is that first that particle
turns into consciousness to not only increases accurate geometric
order and relationships between different components of each appearance but also establishes accurate links and relationships between different appearances and be related to each other correctly.
Otherwise, different parts and appearances will be conflicted and
unordered geometric relationships will be created between them.
This leads to destruction and disintegration of each of them.
I think diseases like autoimmune disease which leads to the destruction and inflammation of different parts of body is the above-mentioned items. That is due to non-geometric system and unordered
relationships between different components of each appearance in
human existence particle and also non-geometric relationships between these different appearances decrease association, coordination and synchronicity, superposition and entanglement of components and different parts and dimensions of human existence with
each other. Therefore, since these parts are not superposed, they
may not have access to more perfect and more basic programs and
capabilities in their common origin. Not having access to origin
common programs leads to a decrease in their consciousness and
awareness level. So, the access of different cells and parts of body
to necessary information is greatly reduced and limited. That is
due to the lack of regular geometric connections and relationships
between different appearances and increasing contrast and inconsistency between them, consequently different parts of body will
be destroyed or disintegrated.

h= Planck’s number
c= constant number of light
φ= Golden number
So, the above formulas show that consciousness is created when
first: there is specific and unique geometric order to mass, energy
and information parts and second: there are geometric golden ratios between all of these parts with each other. Therefore, achieving consciousness means increasing compliance and relationships
between the dimensions and components of the various appearances of matter and increasing superposition and entanglement
between all of them.
The consciousness field of the observer’s mind increases ordered
geometric relationships between the components of the time-space
dimensions in the considered particle and guides particle dimensions to zero with very high speed and acceleration. This theory
has been called ˝ The Theory of Intelligent Relativity ̏ in the
previous article [2]. Therefore, the consciousness field of the observer’s mind guides the considered particle towards becoming
consciousness. In other words, having access to consciousness
meaning having access to all program and system and rules existing in different appearances of matter (mass, energy and information) and creating golden ratio between them.
So, it seems that any particle exposed to the consciousness field
of the observer’s mind, accurate order and relationships are established in every one of the appearances of that particle as well as
between all appearances of that particle. This removes temporal
spatial distances between all the appearances and increases superposition and entanglement of them with each other. Thus, any particle exposed to consciousness field means that, that particle exists
and does not exist. It means, although that particle exists and we
see it, compatibility and entanglement of particle different components and parts and appearances increases due to increasing order
and geometric relationships and correct links in them. This causes
the particle to reach non-dimensionality and although it exists, as
if it has not existed and it does not exist. That is our particle is and
is not. It exists and does not exist.
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different programs and information. That is in the presence of the
field of consciousness and awareness of the observer’s mind, the
particle is able to have access to all basic and common information
and programs of its different appearances.
Accordingly, advanced craniosacral therapy increases being and
not being and existence and non-existence of the patient’s whole
existence particle. The therapist has consciously and knowingly
considered patient’s whole existence particle in advanced craniosacral therapy and pays attention to patient’s Cerebrospinal Fluid
(CSF) rhythm and the water molecules vibrations of this liquid.
Therefore, it creates order and accurate relationships between patient’s CSF water molecules. That is the therapist as an observer,
has activated the conscious and supervisory parts of his/her mind
during advanced craniosacral therapy and reduces the activity of
his/her mind unconscious parts with reducing resistance, disagree-
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ment and intervention of his/her mind. This means increasing the
activity of consciousness and management parts of therapist’s mind
during advanced craniosacral therapy and reducing the activity of
resistance and unconsciousness parts of his/her mind creates order
and accurate geometric relationships between therapist’ mind dual
parts. Thus, creating order and geometric links between these parts
of therapist’s mind, the field of consciousness and awareness of
his/her mind will be increased.
In more accurate words, when the mind of therapist is more released and more submissive during treatment and he/she considers only the vibrations of this rhythm more observantly and more
neutrally without any resistance and intervention in changing patient’s CSF rhythm, this leads to the reinforcement of therapist’s
mind consciousness field. Therefore, this created consciousness
field in the observant and supervisor mind of the therapist during
advanced craniosacral therapy leads to creating order and accurate
geometric relationships between patient’s CSF water molecules.
As mentioned before, I think water molecules play the role of coordinator of time-space dimensions in every living system which
increases link and relationship between other dimensions and parts
of that system [3, 4]. On the other hand, these molecules are so
programmable and role- playing [5-7]. I think these molecules are
easily influenced by rules and order existing in observer mind’s
consciousness field and implement these order and rules between
different dimensions and parts of that living creature or system. So,
creating accurate geometric order and relationships between patient’s CSF water molecules vibrations, these molecules are easily
changed into consciousness and awareness.
In other words, since water molecules act as the coordinator of
time-space dimensions as well as within particles and living systems as the dimension of time, they are rapidly influenced by
the order and rules of the field of consciousness of the observer’s mind. It guides the whole existence set towards the base and
guides all the particles and components of the living creature with
itself to the base. Therefore, the whole living creature or the living
particle (like patient’s existence particle during advanced craniosacral therapy) is guided to non-dimensionality and to the base and
is turned into consciousness.
Since, time = width. height× φ ×length
When order and accurate relationships are established between the
components of the time dimension, it means that order, coordination and accurate geometric links have been created between
different dimensions of space with each other and also between
time dimension and different dimensions of space. In other words,
creating order and accurate relationships between water molecules
means creating order and accurate relationships between water
molecules and different dimensions of fascia in different parts of
body. Therefore, relationships, superposition, entanglement and
exchanging information between different parts of body with each
other and with water molecules increase. This leads the patient’s
whole existence particle which is observed by the therapist consciously be turned into consciousness and awareness.
Therefore, accurate geometric orders increase in all different appearances of mass (nuclear orders), energy (quantum order) and
information (gravity order) of the patient’s whole existence parAdv Bioeng Biomed Sci Res, 2021

ticle and also fractal order or golden ratio creates between all of
them. Due to creating these orders and accurate geometric relationships inside each of these appearances and also creating order
and golden ratio between these appearances, so we can say that
patient’s existence particle exists and does not exist. Because they
have superposed on each other so much that despite being existed,
but due to accurate geometric relationships in all different appearances of patient’ existence particle and increasing relationships
and accurate orders between these appearances, patient’s existence
particle becomes consciousness and has more access to basic information and common programs in base and origin.
Therefore, advanced craniosacral therapy makes patient’s existence particle present at different worlds (mass, energy, information and consciousness) simultaneously by removing time-space
dimensions in each of particles existing in different appearances
of mass, energy and information of the general particle of the patient’s existence and also by removing temporal spatial intervals
between these appearances. This means that advanced craniosacral
therapy increases probability wave function of patient’s existence
particle through increasing synchronicity and removing temporal
spatial intervals between different appearances. This increases
quantum superposition or quantum mutations and finally quantum
entanglement of patient’s whole existence particle. Due to increasing ordered relationships between different programs and locations
existing in the probability wave function of patient’s existence particle in quantum mutations or superposition, temporal spatial intervals have been decreased between these probabilities and different
and various programs and their superposition increases. Therefore,
entanglement and unification of all patient’s existence parts will
increase.
So, it is possible to maintain that advanced craniosacral therapy
increases ordered relationships and accurate geometric links between different programs and probabilities existing in the probability wave function of patient’s existence particle through increasing the conscious field of the mind of the witness and the observer
of the therapist and increases superposition of these programs and
probabilities with each other. Thus, increasing probability wave
function and quantum mutations of patient’s existence particle,
quantum entanglement increases in different existence parts of patient.
Therefore, it seems that being and not being and existence and
nonexistence of patient’s existence particle increases under the intelligent, observant and aware look of the observer mind of the
therapist during advanced craniosacral therapy. Turning into consciousness and reaching non-dimensionality and base is a very fast
shortcut which increases order and geometric links in each of different appearances of mass, energy and information of patient’s
existence particle and increases balance, coordination, superposition and synchronicity of patient’s different parts with each other.
So, contradiction and difference decrease between them.
So, I think it is impossible to establish order and accurate relationships and rapid communicational networks in different parts
of the particle without reaching consciousness. That is without the
presence of the field of consciousness of the observer mind, we can
in no way reduce the conflict between different parts of the parti-
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cle and increase superposition and synchronicity between them.
In other words, it is impossible to create direct communicational
paths and ways and shortcuts between different parts of patient’s
existence and also it will not be possible their entanglement with
each other and access basic information and common programs
without the field of consciousness of the therapist mind.
In a nutshell, it won’t be possible to have access to the base and
basic information and activating maps and plans existing in the
base in patient’s existence particle without increasing consciousness and awareness of the therapist’s observer mind and without
conscious attention of his/her conscious mind. That is, it is only
possible to have access to basic programs and information in the
desired particle when the paths of self-consciousness and mindfulness of the observer mind be activated. Increasing the activity
of consciousness parts and decreasing activity, resistance and intervention of therapist mind unconscious parts, self-healing and
self-regulating mechanisms and processes will be activated in patient. Because increasing the activity of managerial, intelligent and
conscious parts of observer mind and decreasing the activity of the
unconscious parts of his/her mind increase the field of consciousness of the observer’s mind.
According to The Theory of Intelligent Relativity, accurate order
and relationships are established between time-space dimensions
of the considered particle and between that particle’s vibrating
strings vibrations at the presence of observer mind consciousness
field. This leads to the removal of temporal spatial intervals and
dimensions in the particle and guiding the particle towards non-dimensionality and the base, entanglement and ordered geometric
links have been increased between different components and parts
of the particle with each other and increases having access to basic
information. So, it is concluded that activating self-healing processes and having access to basic information and programs in patient’s existence particle will be impossible without activating consciousness paths and decreasing the activity of unconscious parts
of the mind of the witness and the observer therapist. That is the
therapist is able to give program, rules and specific geometric order to time-space dimensions of the patient’s existence particle by
releasing his/her mind and reducing resistance, disagreement and
intervention of unconscious parts and increasing the activity of the
conscious parts of the mind and guide this particle more and more
to no time and no space. Thus time-space dimensions decrease in
patient’s existence particle.
Since time-space dimensions are so programmable and flexible
according to Einstein’s theories of relativity, so we are able to use
these properties of time-space dimensions based on The Theory of
Intelligent Relativity and implement so ordered geometric rules
in the dimensions of the considered particle through programs
and rules existing in the conscious field of our mind as observers.
That is when a particle is considered intelligently and consciously
and without the intervention of mind resistive parts and be considered neutrally, then our mental observation is getting closer to
zero second and time- space dimensions also are guided to zero in
our mental vision and observation. In this way, exactly the same
program and consciousness system of our observer mind will be
implemented and performed in the time-space dimensions of the
desired particle.
Adv Bioeng Biomed Sci Res, 2021

In fact, it is the type of our mind observation which gives order
and program to time-space dimensions of our desired particle. The
behavior of that particle and the events that take place in it are
affected by the presence of our mind, and the amount of this effect
depends on how our mind is present and how it works and how
we think. The more accurate order and geometric links are created
between our mind dual parts as observant and supervisor, the more
these relationships and geometric system between time-space dimensions increase in the particle. So, that particle approximates
to non-dimensionality and the base and reaches no time and no
space. The more time-space dimensions decrease in the particles,
the more conflict and differences decrease between them.
As we know, the dimensions reach zero in the base and origin, so
conflict and difference minimize between different appearances of
particles in non-dimensionality and the base. This increases superposition and link between particles and their specific programs
in the base and creates more common and newer programs and
appears more prefect and more intelligent particles. So, guiding
a particle to non-dimensionality and turning that particle to consciousness, the access of the considered particle increases to basic
programs and information.
In other words, the more time-space dimensions in the particle or
event approximate to zero and reach no time and no space, the
more definitely they have access to programs and information and
understand and comprehend their inner rules. So, the particle is
able to be in more different and various temporal and spatial locations at the same time and particle probability wave function also
increases. That is the particle is able to jump to newer locations
with the aristocracy, awareness and understanding its inner programs and selects its movement path quite consciously in a mutational and non-linear way and be purposefully and intelligently
guided forward.
As mentioned before, when time-space dimensions are guided to
zero in a particle, that particle approximates to no time and no
space that is to the base and the origin. So according to the rules
of Heisenberg and Paul Dirac, decreasing particles dimensions and
approximating them to the base and non-dimensionality, the possibility to create and appear newer particles with more different
programs and system and locations increases.
So, it is possible to guide particles to the creation of newer particles with considered and new programs according to The Theory
of Intelligent Relativity and using the field of consciousness of the
observer mind and through decreasing time-space dimensions in
the particles. Then, the desired particle or the event won’t move
linearly on time-space dimensions. But mutates in a mutational
and non-linear way from beyond time and space and is guided to
create and appear newer particles. The more our desired particle is
guided to no time and no place, the more mutational and non-linear motion of it will be. That is, the more we consider neutrally
and observantly in our mind and time- space dimensions approximate to zero in our mental observation, speed and acceleration of
our desired particle will also increase and is guided more rapidly
and in a more mutational way to the base and non-dimensionality.
Then, according to Heisenberg and Dirac laws, it will be guided
in a non-linear and mutational way but perfectly purposefully and
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intelligently to be appeared in newer locations and with more prefect programs.
Our mind conscious performance and intelligent observation
causes our desired particle or event go beyond the linear motion
it makes on the dimensions of time-space, to jump on the dimensions and mutate the dimensions non-linearly and appear in another point of time-space with newer location and program with
extraordinary speed and acceleration. That is, the stronger the field
of consciousness of the observer, the more rapidly the particle is
guided to no time and no space and link and unity between particles increases in the base.
In other words, the field of consciousness of the observer mind
will increase the probability that the particles will get closer to the
base and their reappearance. Therefore, as if particles’ commuting
to the base and reappearing in the material world increases. The
particles are permanently getting closer to the base that is no time
and no space in the presence of the field of consciousness of the
observer mind and reappear in the materialistic part continuously.
This means that the frequency and alternation of particles commuting increases and the particles are permanently moving non-linearly to their base and re-emerging. The more particles are approximated to the non-dimensionality and are no timed and no placed,
the stronger and the more communicational networks create between them since link and relationships between them increases.
In other words, the more stronger the field of consciousness of
the observer mind during advanced craniosacral therapy and the
more witnessing and submissive the therapist’s mind is, the more
accurate geometric orders and links create between time-space dimensions of the particles according to The Theory of Intelligent
Relativity and these dimensions decrease with more speed and acceleration. This increases communicational networks and links between particles and will provide an easier, faster and more possible
access for the particles to their common base.
Therefore, according to the above theory, the field of consciousness of the observer is able to create and increase communicational networks and shortcuts between different dimensions, particles
and parts of a set by making accurate geometric order between
particles’ vibrating strings vibrations or between particles’ timespace dimensions and guides them to non-dimensionality and the
base with higher speed and acceleration. Thus, it is possible to
increase alternation and probability and the possibility of particles
having access to the common programs of the base and the system
existing in non-dimensionality by increasing conscious attention
and decreasing mind unconsciousness parts activities during treatment. That is, increasing no time and no space in the particles,
non-linear speed and acceleration and quantum mutations increase
in particles, the probability wave increase in the particles and order
and geometric links between programs and various probabilities
in particles probability wave function increase and the particles
are more probable to be guided to purposefulness, advancement
and expertise. So, increasing the field of mind consciousness of
therapist during treatment not only increases the number of components, particles and purposeful capabilities in a set but also it
creates very fast and strong geometric links and communicational
networks between all of these intelligent and purposeful programs
Adv Bioeng Biomed Sci Res, 2021

and particles.
Considering this matter, it is concluded that advanced craniosacral
therapy decreases the number of Cranial Rhythmic Impulse (CRI)
cycle in patient’s existence particle through creating link and ordered relationships between different particles, programs and vibrations [8-14]. It worth mentioning that although the number of
CRI cycles decreases in this therapeutic method, the number of
components, particles and programs increases.That is the number
of vibrations (the number of quantum mutations and the number
of probabilities existing in particles wave function) and order, link
and union increases between these different programs and vibrations. Thus, advanced craniosacral therapy, despite increasing the
creation and appearance of probabilities and creates newer particles and programs with more vibrations in patient’s existence particle, but it creates such order and accurate relationships between
them that turn them into a single, associated and integrated cycle.
That is the number of probabilities and programs increase in the
heart of this integrated and long cycle.
Therefore, the stronger the field of consciousness and awareness
of the observer mind, the faster the particle is guided to no time
and no space in non-dimensionality and the base according to The
Theory of Intelligent Relativity. Then, it is reappeared from there
according to Heisenberg and Dirac rules and these alternations and
repetitions increase in time unit. That is, the number of times the
particle reaches the base in time unit and materialistically reappears
will increase. This synchronicity between the number of times or
alternations increases quantum mutations and synchronous probabilities existing in particle probability wave function. It means
the time is qualitatively stretched and extended and more various
programs are included in the time unit. This increases cognition,
understanding and comprehension capacity of the particle and it
may process and comprehend more and more various programs
at a single time. Therefore, it can be said that in the presence of
intelligent and conscious field of observer mind, the ferroelectric
capacity or capability of the particle increases. In other words, this
intelligent field increases the capability and capacity of perception,
comprehension and processing, transferring and saving synchronous programs in the desired particle.
As mentioned above, consciousness field creates much more rapid
communicational networks and link paths between the particles of
a set through creating accurate geometric orders between dimensions. That is this field increases the capability to make correct
links between particles by guiding the particles to non-dimensionality and the base and increases access to more prefect and more
integrated programs in them. So, the capability of receiving, processing and comprehending information and maps and the capability of transferring these programs to other particles increases
simultaneously in non-dimensionality and the base and the particles can receive, comprehend and process much higher volume
of integrated and ordered information and maps in a very little
fraction of time (in fact, it means in no time) and transfer them into
each other. Thus, the conscious and aware field of the therapist’s
observing mind during advanced craniosacral therapy may establish very new communicational networks and so fast and advanced
tele-communicational paths to exchange information between
cells in craniosacral system and all existence parts of the patient
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and increases the ferroelectric capability of brain and spinal cord
cells through guiding particles and cells of the brain and spinal
cords of the patient to non-dimensionality and the base.
Through establishing accurate geometric orders between timespace dimensions in brain and spinal cord cells and decreasing dimensions in them, the consciousness field is able to compact and
synchronize all stages of receiving and accessing, comprehending
and processing, transferring and saving the massages in these cells
which increases the consciousness and awareness level of these
cells. It means that this field increases the synchronicity, coordination and superposition of all these stages on each other and removes temporal-spatial intervals between them in brain and spinal
cord cells. Therefore, these cells are able to synchronously be both
dimensionless and in the base in receiving, recognize and comprehending stage of their inner programs and maps and they are also
able to synchronously be in their probability wave function and be
in various temporal and spatial locations as the probabilities of this
function and mutate in a quantum manner. This increases synchronicity and coordination between different programs of probability
wave function of the brain and spinal cord cells with the perfect
and integrated programs existing in their basic information.
That is the alternation and frequency of commuting to the base
and the materialistic appearance of these cells increase synchronously. Therefore, these cells are and are not at the same time,
they are both in probability wave function and enjoy a specific
program and unique time-space location and they are also in their
consciousness state and are no time and no space and will have
access to all various programs and locations of their probability
wave function. In other words, the consciousness field of therapist’s observer and conscious mind during advanced craniosacral
therapy, reduces temporal and spatial distance between being and
not being of patient’s brain and spinal cord cells. Thus, these cells
can simultaneously be in their probability wave function and have
a material presence, and they can also access to their consciousness and awareness appearance and more perfect basic programs.
Therefore, synchronicity, superposition and link between the programs existing in mass appearance of these cells increase with
conscious programs existing in their base. So, the cells are able
to easily have access to their basic information and activate and
initiate them by identifying and comprehending these programs.
It seems that consciously and neutrally observation of the therapist’s conscious mind during advanced craniosacral therapy may
increase the capability of having access, comprehending and processing basic information in patient’s brain and spinal cord cells.
Also creating communicational shortcuts and very fast paths between these parts and cells increases the speed and volume of information transfer, the speed of quantum jumps and the capability
to guide these cells and lead them completely dynamic and purposeful to be specialized and appear more advanced capabilities
like intelligent healing and reproduction.
The therapist can act as an impartial witness and observer during
advanced craniosacral therapy to increase the field of consciousness of his/her mind and makes patient’s brain and spinal cord
cells have access to a high volume of perfect basic information
in a very little fraction of time and process and comprehend this
high volume of information synchronously and also transfer this
Adv Bioeng Biomed Sci Res, 2021

wide and integrated volume of information to their surrounding
particles and save them in themselves at the same time. Therefore, the field of consciousness of therapist’s observer mind during
treatment may create and appear more intelligent and more developed cells in patient’s craniosacral system. These cells can receive
so wide and extended information in a little fraction of time like
quantum computers due to their high capabilities and process and
comprehend all of them synchronously. Thus, intelligent and purposeful capabilities in these cells increases and leads to correct and
guided healings at a short time.
The conscious field of the therapist’s observer mind may increase
synchronous and purposeful capabilities and abilities in patient’s
existence particles and makes these particles intelligently act exactly like quantum computers and even more advanced and faster than these computers. That is when the consciousness field of
therapist’s neutral and observer mind increases the capability of
simultaneous comprehending and processing of information and
programs in patient’s brain and spinal cords cells, it may increase
multiple skills in these cells and by increasing quantum and ferroelectric properties in these cells, they will be able to enjoy so intelligent and new capabilities and abilities at the same time. According to physics, systems with nonlinear and dynamic relationships
between their components are able to organize their components
as they wish and make those component when it is needed. These
systems are called Automated Systems. An automated system has
feature of permanent replication. Living creatures and cells existing in them are also divided as automated systems. I think as
consciousness field of therapist’s observer mind during advanced
craniosacral therapy increases nonlinear and dynamic relationships between brain and spinal cord cells in patient’s craniosacral
system and in general between patient’s whole existence systems,
so this therapeutic method is expected to increase brain and spinal
cord cells replication and reproduction and activate self-healing
mechanisms in these cells and in central nervous system by guiding these cells to be more purposeful and more specialized.
Finally, it is concluded that advanced craniosacral therapy may increase the skills of specialized cells of the central nervous system
including the capability to receive a very large amount of information from the environment and other cells and increases the capability to integrate all these information and programs with each
other. This increases the capability to synchronize and process all
of them together. So, the brain can receive and process more various and wider information in a unit time and supervise and manage
different and various parts of the body synchronously and control
them. That is, it increases the skill and the speed of brain cells’
processing and enables these cells to receive, identify, process and
comprehend a high volume of wide and various information synchronously and creates synchronicity and link between all of them
and transfers this integrated information synchronously to all other
cells and parts in an extraordinary speed. Therefore, brain and spinal cord cells and different parts of body may be coordinated with
each other through these so complicated communicational shortcuts and exchange information together. This increases harmony,
integration, superposition, balance, link and exchange information
between different parts of brain and body and will wonderfully
increase their capabilities like quantum computers. Therefore, it
leads to brain and spinal cords cells being able to adopt simultane-
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ous and intelligent strategies and the regulations of different parts
of patient’s body are also promoted and improved by these cells.

6.

So, it is concluded that advanced craniosacral therapy can increase
the quantum and ferroelectric properties of patient’s specialized
cells of the brain and spinal cord through the conscious and aware
field of therapist’s observer and neutral mind and turns them into
an intelligent, purposeful, dynamic and creative system which enjoys much higher capabilities to heal, reproduce and regulate automatically.

7.
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